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Abstract
Weather plays an important role in agriculture. This calls for reliable weather

data, which in turn runs agricultural decision support systems that help farmers make

management decisions about their crops. It is well known that "garbage in means garbage

out". The presence of anomalies and errors in a weather dataset can gravely compromise

the results given by various applications using them. Moreover, many of these applications

cannot handle datasets with missing entries and just simply crash. Thus, to have seam-

less operation and obtain meaningful, accurate results from agricultural decision support

systems, it is essential to have a clean and complete set of data. For my M.Sc. thesis, I pro-

pose a multi-ìayer quality control tool for weather data. This multi-purpose quality control

tool enhances agricultural decision support systems and eventually improves the farmer's

decision-making capability on the management of his crops. Experimental results on real-life

datasets show the positive effects of our tool on the quality control of agro-meteorological

data.
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Chapter 1

fntroduction

Data mining aims to search for implicit, previously unknown and potentially useful

patterns and relationships that might be embedded in stored data. Common data mining

tasks include association rule mining, sequential pattern mining, clustering, classification,

and outlier detection. While most data mining tasks (e.g., association rule mining, se-

quential pattern mining, clustering, and classification) focus on finding information about

the majori.ty of data [LNM02, LLN03, LKH05, LK06, LIC08, L808, LMB08], it is equally

important to identify and examine uncommon or rare events occurring in the mi,nority of

the data [LTB06, CCV07, LKZC\7, NHZC07, YSZ07, ZSGLO7] as these events are often

as interesting as those common ones. As has been said, "a person's noise could be another

person's signal", and this "signal" could be an indication of unusual, exceptional, suspi-

cious or erroneous activities. To this end, outlier detection, a data mining task that focuses

on finding information in the minority of the data, identifres observations appearing to be

inconsistent with the remainder of a dataset.

Regardless of the data mining tasks performed with the data, the quality

mining results depends heavily on the quality of the input data. A good example

of the

is the
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relationship between weather data and agricultural decision models. In the history of agri-

culture, weather has played the most influential role in each farmer's decisions regarding the

management of his crops. Farmers consult the weather to plan when to seed, irrigate, weed

and apply their fertilizers and pesticides. Recognizing the influence of weather in agriculture,

scientists have developed various agricultural decision support models such as the potato

Disease Severity Value (DSV) [Wal62], the Standard Precipitation Index (SPI) [MDK93],

the US National Agricultural Decision Support System (NADSS) [GDH+04], the Palmer

Drought Severity Index (PDSI) [WGH04], and the Erosion Productivity Impact Calculator

(EPIC) crop growth and yield model [DHJ+04], all of which help farmers decide how best

to take advantage of favourable weather conditions for farming and to minimize the adverse

effects of unfavourable ones. Weather data are the core driving force behind these models.

It is well known that "garbage in means garbage out", meaning an erroneous input may

result in an erroneous output. Besides erroneous data, missing and discontinuous entries

create incomplete datasets causing some of these agricultural models to fail. In fact, most

agricultural decision models require a complete set of data, and they just simply crash when

the input dataset ís incomplete. Since the accuracy of these agricultural models inevitably

relies on the quality of their inputs (i.e., weather data), it is therefore crucial to (i) remove

any data deemed erroneous and to (ii) ensure a complete set of inputs prior to data min-

ing. Otherwise, the mining results may be useless or misleading, which in turn may affect

decisions made using the application for which the data mining tasks were performed.

In the province of Manitoba, Manitoba Agriculture, Food and Rural Initiatives

(MAFzu), the provincial government agency responsible for the well-being of Manitoba food

producers, operates a real-time weather monitoring network that collects weather data from

the vast agricultural farm lands of the province. With the data from its weather network,

MAFRI provides relevant crop reports and agricultural decision supporb models that rely
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on the current and past weather data. Among these models are the potato Disease Severity

Value (DSV) model [Wal62] used by farmers as a guide for when to administer fungicides

in combating the potato late blight disease, a serious, yield-debilitating disease in potatoes,

and the corn Crop Heat (CH) model [GR58] that determines the best corn variety to be

cultivated in a given farming region. As these models are dependant on weather observations

as their inputs, the more accurate the data, the more reliable is the model output. Hence,

data quali.ty control (QC) is necessary to scrutinize and identify anomalous observations in

the data to make it reliable and error-free.

Considering the widespread reliance of farmers on agricultural decision support

models for critical farm management decisions, it is fundamental to have a clean set of

weather data for the weather-driven models to use. Having a clean set of data removes doubt

from them and ensures confidence in the decision made by farmers based on their weather-

driven models. Surprisingly, as we shall discuss in the next chapter, while the literature

is abundanú on outlier detection for general data, it is limi.ted on specific outlier detection

techniques for the quality assessment of weather data. There have been existing methods

made in the past for controlling the quality of weather data but most of them are simple,

fixed rule-based procedures that do not use outlier detection techniques. In addition, the

majority are limited to only single-station quality control. To be more accurate in ensuring

the quality of weather data, it would be better to consider not only a single station but also

its sur¡ounding stations and use multi-station quality control techniques.

The requirement to remove erroneous observations to obtain a clean and com-

plete set of data inputs and ensure successful data mining leads us to the following

questions: (a) How can we develop an automated system for detecting abnormal weather

observations using outlier detection methods to control the quality of MAFRI's weather

data and enhance its agricultural decision support models? (b) How can '\Ã¡e improve ex-
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isting data quality control methods to enhance weather-driven decision support models?

(c) How can we apply outlier detection techniques on the quality control on weather data

and fill-in discarded and missing observations to maintain a complete set of data? (d) How

can we integrate incompatible weather data formats into compatible ones for collaborative

use? (e) How can we test the effectiveness of our proposed methods? (f) Finally, how can

we generalize our tool and extend its applicability from weather data to other diversified

application domains?

1.1 Problem Statement and Contributions

In this thesis, we answer the above questions. Specifically, the thesis statament is

as follows:

We develop a quality assurance and control tool to enhance weather-driven de-

cision support models.

The key contri,bution of this thesis is the development of a multilayer quality control tool

that aims to enhance weather-driven agricultural decision support models. To elaborate,

our quality control tool is divided into three quality control layers (internal, temporal and

spati,al layers), with each layer specializing in the detection of a particular type of error

that might be embedded in the datum. More specifically, to improve on existing single sta-

tion quality control techniques (provided by the internal layer, we use both spatial checks

(provided by the spatial layer) and temporal checks (provided by the temporal layer) that

tses outl'ier detection techniques in the quality control algorithms. Spatial checks compare

a station's measurement with multiple surrounding stations while ternporal checks com-

pares a station's present measurement with its previous archival measurement. Both these

techniques, namely the spatial and temporal checks, are non-deterministic, meaning the pa-
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rameters in which each datum are evaluated are not based on fixed rules but are calculated

from the historical data of the stations being considered. Using non-deterministic quality

control methods delivers an important improvement from previous methods as these new

techniques provide flexibility because users are allowed to dynamically change the assur-

ance level parameters and control the sensitivity and assurance level as desired for detecting

outliers. Besides d'i,stance, we also :use measur-es of statistical agreemenú in calculating the

quality control parameter to solve the limitations of previous methods that perform poorly

in areas experiencing micro-climates due to the presence of different geographic features.

We emphasize thaL besides scrutinizing erroneous weather data, our developed

quality assurance and control system is capable of filling in data gaps resulting from a dis-

carded erroneous observation or a missing datum and is able to maintain a complete time

series dataset. This is specifically helpful for agro-meteorological decision models that can

only work when there is a complete time series dataset input. Moreover, we integrate tra-

ditional single-station and multi-station techniques for the quaÌity control of weather data.

Finally, we discuss how our developed tool can be extended in other application domains be-

sides weather data and provide examples of diversified application domains outside weather

data quality control.

Figure 1.1 shows the role and position of our multi-layer quality control tool in

the agro-meteorological decision support process.

This thesis is a culmination and extension of my MITACS internship with the

Manitoba Agriculture, Food and Rural Initiatives (MAFRI) to improve the quality of its

agricultural decision support models for Manitoba farmers. As a result of this internship,

some of the ideas presented in this thesis have been published in four refereed papers for

international conferences ([LMN07a, LMNO7b, ML08a, ML08b]).
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Figure 1.1: Our multi-layer QC tool and its position in the agro-meteorological decision
support process.

In this thesis, we focus on detecting outliers in weather data, with particular em-

phasis on methods involving multi-station and multi-time frame quality control techniques.

We include a detailed treatment of multi-station quality control techniques and guidance

on replacing missing and outlier data to maintain a complete and consistent time series

dataset (Chapter 3). New materials not appearing in previous published works include

experimental results to study the ability and performance of the quality control system in

(a) flagging erroneous weather observations and (b) accurately calculating an estimate to

replace flagged weather data and maintain a complete time series dataset (Chapter 4). In

summary, our key contributions are:

1. We develop a quality assurance and control tool that enhances weather-driven agricul-

tural decision support models. Our tool uses multi-station quality control techniques

that improve on previous methods by considering surrounding stations in verifying

the correctness of a given station's data.

SloÍage

ü

2. Besides checking the quality of data, we develop techniques for fllling in data gaps

brought about by either a discarded erroneous observation or a missing datum and
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thereby provide a complete set of data.

3. We demonstrate that our tool is applicable not only in scrutinizing the quality of

weather data but also in other application domains as well. We show this through

discussions of several application domains from diversified fields.

L.2 Thesis Outline

Chapter 2 presents a review of related work. First, it provides an introduction to

the concepts of data quality control and outlier detection. Next, it traces the evolution of

outlier detection from being a strictly statistics-based technique in the past to an important

data mining topic at present. In Section 2.2,we discuss the need to have outlier detection

techniques that are specifically suited for spatial data (such as weather data) followed by

a survey of recently proposed algorithms and an analysis of their applicability for weather

data quality control. Finally, we conclude with a review of existing weather data quality

control techniques followed by a discussion of their shortcomings that we address in this

thesis.

We start describing the architecture of our current work in Chapter 3. Specifically,

Chapter 3 describes the data quality control tool we have developed. As the developed tool

is multi-layered, we chronologically describe its architecture based on the order of three

implementation layers. For each layer, we elaborate on the tests and the algorithms that

it uses for data quality control. We also discuss solutions in scenarios that might pose

problems during the execution of the data quality control procedures. Finally, we detail

the techniques for replacing flagged erroneous data to be able to maintain a complete time

series dataset.

Chapter 4 discusses the results of our experiments in evaluating the effectiveness
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of our developed QC tool. We performed experiments to evaluate the capability of the

tool to flag erroneous weather data and to test the accu¡acy of the estimated values when

replacing fl agged observations.

In Chapter 5, we enumerate the challenges we have encountered in the development

of our tool. We discuss problems brought about by using data in different formats or national

standards as well as the corresponding solutions we have undertaken to solve them.

Finally, we conclude in Chapter 6 with our research findings and provide some

ideas for extensions and future work.



Chapter 2

Related Work

In this chapter, we introduce the concept of data quality control and outlier de-

tection techniques for the quality control of data. We also discuss recently proposed outlier

detection techniques that are specificaìly designed for spatiaì data-the type of data we

are working with in this thesis. Next, we proceed with a review of previous quality control

techniques and a discussion of their limitations. We end this chapter with an explanation

of the key advantages of our quality control tool when compared with existing techniques.

2.L Background: Data Quality Control

Data quali.ty control [KC04, BBB06, 2C06, CFG+07, LEBQO7] is the process of

scrutinizing data to ensure that they are clean.and error-free and meet quality requirements

such as accuracy, completeness, timeliness, continuity, and consistency [8P85, Red01, HH02,

KY05]. In performing data quality control, we do not expect that the data will be 100%

error-free. Instead, we demonstrate the quality of the data and make sure that this quality

is appropriate for its intended application. To perform data quality control on weather

data, we need to scrutinize our dataset and remove any abnormal weather observations.
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Outlier detection, the process of identifying observations different from most other observa-

tions [DJ04], can be applied to identify abnormal weather data so that they can be removed.

Specifically, outlier detection is the main principle behind data quality control in weather

data.

In the earlier days, outlier detection was primarily a branch of statistics which

relied on model-based approaches in detecting outliers [HawB0, DG93, RL03, Sco03, Yan06].

In the model-based approach, any observation falling outside the model is considered as

an outlier. However, over the past decades, outlier detection has attracted substantial

attention in the data mining community and has indeed become one of its most important

areas. Using data mining principles, outlier detection has been recently applied in diversified

application domains ranging from credit card fraud detection [WHA+OS] to discovering

abnormal highway traffic patterns [SLZ02]. An important application area in which outlier

detection has been widely investigated and applied is in intrusion detection in computer

networks [BAP+02, LEK+03, LKS05].

2.2 Outlier Detection in Spatial Data

The existence of huge amounts of spatial data has driven the need to have outlier

detection algorithms that specifically identify outliers in the spatial context. This is be-

cause spatial data are distinct from non-spatial ones since they have additional attributes

regarding their spatial information such as location, boundaries and direction. Due to these

additional attributes, detecting outliers from spatial data is different from non-spatial ones.

The reason is that, to be a spatial outlier, a datum needs to deviate only from its imme-

diate spatial neighbours. In contrast, to be a regular (i.e., non-spatial) outlier, a datum

needs to deviate from the majority of data in the entire dataset. Moreovel, these additional
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attributes increase the dimensionality of the data, making traditional non-spatial outlier

techniques ineffective due to the high-dimensionality of the data.

There have been many studies in outlier detection algorithms specifically for spatial

data. In particular, Lu and his group [SLZ02, LCK03, LKZC}7, CLKOB] have focused on

improving spatial outlier mining. First, they designed a suite of algorithms [LCK03] that

detect spatial outliers using a multi-iterative approach with the median (instead of the more

commonly used mean) as the neighbourhood function. This approach made the algorithms

more robust and solved the problem of previous spatial outlier algorithms where false spatial

outliers were identified while leaving true spatial outliers ignored. Then, to address spatial

outlier detection for graph-modelled datasets, Shekhar et al. [SLZ02] proposed an algorithm

that uses graphs to represent the topological space in which the spatial data are collected. In

this graph-based set-up, a node corresponds to a sensor or a station, and an edge represents

the connection between a station and one of its surrounding stations. Moreover, their most

recent work [CLK0B] improved their original algorithm and added capabilities for detecting

multiple attribute outliers (via the Mahalanobis distance-based algorithm). As a major

achievement, the algorithm is able to solve the problem of misclassifying normal objects

as outliers when their neighbourhoods contain real spatial outliers with very large or very

small attribute values.

Apart from graph data sets, algorithms for detecting spatial outliers in trajectory

data have also been studied. For instance, Lee et al. [LHL08] proposed a partition-and-

detect framework outlier detection algorithm for trajectory datasets. To detect outliers,

the outlier detection phase uses a hybrid of distance-based and density-based approaches

to give it the ability to detect outlying sub-trajectories from a trajectory database. Their

algorithm has been applied and tested in the field of meteorology, and has proven to be

efiective in the detection of abnormal hurricane trajectories in the Atlantic.

11
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With the recent attention and results that outlier detection is getting, it is impor-

tant to note that outlier detection is not only a branch of statistics but has evolved over

the years to become one of the most important branches of data mining. However, it is

interesting to note that, while the scientific literature contains abundant general guidance

on outlier detection-which is the core principle of data quality control-the availability of

literature concerning the application of these techniques to the quality control of weather

data remains scarce. In the remainder of this chapter, I briefly discuss available literature

on the quality control of weather data and analyze the weaknesses and limitations of that

work, which we address in the course of this M.Sc. thesis work.

2.3 Weather Data Quality Control: Single-Station Techniques

Many weather data quality control studies dealt with straightforward single-station

checks, which did not use any outlier detection techniques. For instance, Reek [Ree92]

tsed stati,c checks to flag conspicuous errors that discredit meteorological observations

and archives. Their quality control procedures are based on flxed, deterministic and non-

computational rules. These rules specify that the data should follow a logical pattern with

respect to its related attributes. The rules only consider aggregates and summaries of data

(such as mean, minimum and maximum) to evaluate if a data observation is valid or not.

'With 
these fixed rules, data flagging is straightforward and no computationally complex

procedures need to be implemented. While straightforward and easy to implement, their

method is limited to analyzing only a s'ingle station (say, only the station of interest) and

fails to consider data observed in neighbouring stations. In contrast, our tool considers both

the station of interest and its neighbouring stations (i.e., multiple stations).

On the other hand, Shafer et al. [SFA+00] believed that quality assurance tech-
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niques must be applied to ongoing data collection to be able to identify problems before they

become serious. In their work, quality assurance techniques are divided into five separate

test routines-namely, range, step, persistence, spatial, and like-instrument comparisons.

Their self-calibrating persistence test uses the aggregated mean and standard deviation to

flag a particular dataset. However, as the persistence test uses aggregate statistics, it un-

fortunately cannot discern which particular observation within the time period included in

the test is an outlier. As a result, to identify which of the observations are outliers, all

data values that are used to calculate the aggregated mean and standard deviation need

to be flagged and then individually examined. Therefore, if, for example, l-month data

were used to calculate the aggregated quality control parameters, then the manual quality

control inspector would have an arduous time determining and isolating which observations

within the time period are responsible for the offence. This situation does not occur in

our proposed tool as it does the flagging on an individual, but not on a collective basis

allowing us to instantly pinpoint which particular daily observation has been determined as

an outlier.

2.4 'Weather Data Quality Control: Multi-station Techniques

Most of the techniques that we have discussed so far only deal with single.station

quality control techniques. Over the past few years, there have been a few studies that

worked on multi-station data quality control. For instance, Kondragunta and Shrestha [KS06]

proposed methods to spatially check the consistency of a station with respect to the mea-

surements of its neighbouring stations. Unlike other previous methods, Kondragunta and

Shrestha have spatial quality control methods that verify the spatial consistency of a sta-

tion's measurement with respect to its surrounding stations. Instead of choosing stations

13
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based on distance, a station is included if it falls inside a 1" latitude x 10 longitude inclu-

sion box of the station of interest. The spatial consistency checks are novel as they avoid

using the mean and standard deviation (parameters which are easily skewed by outliers),

but instead use more robust measures that are not easily affected by outliers such as the

median and percentiles. The algorithm also gives users the flexibility to dynamically assign

parameters to set the level of quality control assurance desired, but unfortunately falls short

of stating guidelines on selecting the threshold values to use. With this, inexperienced users

not familiar with the climatology of a particular area may have difficulties in setting an

appropriate threshold value. Lastly, Kondragunta and Shrestha's method is limited to only

checking the spatial consistency for rain gauge data, but not for other weather parameters

(e.g., temperature, relative humidity) that are equally important in many real-life situa-

tions. In contrast, our tool specifies a definite step-by-step guideline on station selection

that does not affect the result based on the user's experience or familiarity with the area.

To address the limitations of previously proposed techniques, both Eischeid et

at. [EPD+00] and the Norwegian Meteorological Institute (Det norske tneteorologi,ske i,n-

st'itutt, or DNMI for short) [JFM+02] proposed methods that consider observations on

surrounding stations (i.e., methods that allow the spatial QC of weather data). Eischeid et

al. proposed the 'inuerse di,stance wei,ghi,ng (ID\M) technique, which computes an estimate

of the station of interest by considering data observed at surrounding stations and weigh-

ing these observations according to the inverse of the distance between these stations and

the station of interest. However, the IDW technique relies on the wrong hypothesis that

the nearer the neighbouring station is to the station of interest, the more similar are the

data observed at these neighbouring stations to those observed at the station of interest

(i.e., the better it is as an estimator). Unfortunately, the IDW technique does not account

for differences brought about by topographicaì factors such as elevation making it perform
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poorly in mountainous and valley regions.

On the other hand, the method proposed by DNMI allows for spatial quality

control of observations. It recommends considering 12 neighbouring stations and performs

spatial validation on them. However, it does not provide guidelines on which 12 out of the

total number of surrounding stations should be selected. Instead, it gives the prerogative

to the meteorologists based on their "experience" and local knowledge of the climatology of

the area. Different selections of stations may lead to different results as it is unclear for a

non-expert how to determine the "best" selection without exhaustively examining most or

all the combinations of the available surrounding stations. This is particularly a problem

in areas where there are a dense number of neighbouring stations.

Specific studies where spatial outlier techniques are applied in detecting outliers

in weather datasets are very scarce. Recently, Lu et al. ILKZC}T] used a spatial outlier

detection technique to track regional outliers in a sequence of meteorological image data

frames. The algorithm uses the Mexican Hat and Morley transformation techniques to filter

out noise and enhance data variation. Their techniques were successful in detecting outliers

in spatial satellite image data through the automated identification of hurricanes. However,

their algorithm is not applicable to our specific application domain because it only allows

cont'inuous spatial image data as inputs and does not accept discrete spatial data.

Most of the existing published quality control (QC) studies are focused on single-

station procedures. There is a lack of work on multiple-station quality control procedures

(which would result in more accurate data when combined together with single-station

quality control). As well, most of the studies only propose QC procedures and fail to

describe what to do when data are discarded or an entry is missing.

15
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2.5 Summary

Our survey of related work reveals that outlier detection, which is the core principle

of data quality controì, has evolved from being a branch of statistics to an important topic

in data mining research. From our literature review, we realized that outlier detection

techniques have become specialized over the years. This specialization can be seen on many

new outlier detection algorithms that only work with a specific data type (e.g., spatial data).

However, while our survey reveals that a considerable amount of work on outlier detection

is available for general data, specific techniques designed for the quality control of weather

data remain scarce.

In addition to outlier detection techniques, we discussed existing data quality con-

trol techniques for weather data. The survey reveaìed that single.station techniques use fixed

and not parameter-based criteria, an approach which gives more flexibility and accuracy.

We also discussed existing multi-station techniques. However, despite the improvements

multi-station techniques bring over single-station techniques, the survey reveals that some

multi-station techniques are only confined to a single weather attribute (e.g., [KS06]), are

unclear with station selection guidelines (e.g., UFM+02]), and are only applicable to a par-

ticular climate zone (e.g., [EPD+00]). F\rrthermore, none of the multi-station techniques is

able to replace flagged and missing values to maintain a complete dataset.

In this thesis, we address the aforementioned limitations. To complement existing

single-station quality control techniques, we use multi-station data quality control proce-

dures. These multi-station QC procedures have clear and more exact guidelines on selecting

the stations, which previous methods fail to address. We integrate both the single-station

and the multi-station methods to build a tool that remove outliers in weather datasets.

Finally, we replace discarded and missing data to maintain a complete set of observations
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Table 2.1: Comparing our QC system with previous QC studies.
Reek
et al-

IRee92l

Shafer
et al.

fsFA+ool

Kondragunta
& Shrestha

tKS06l

Eischeid
et al.

ÍEPD+001

DNMI
IJFM+o2l

Our QU
System

Single station QC
Multi-station QC
Multi-attribute QC
Dynamic k non-¡ule
based QC
Fixes erroneous &
missing data
Systematic station
selection criteria

in the weàther dataset.

Table 2.1 compares the strengths and limitations of the quality control systems we

have discussed with the one we developed in this thesis.



Chapter 3

Our Data Quality Control System

In the previous chapter, we reviewed existing work and analyzed their respective

limitations. We also discovered from our review that there was a general lack of outlie¡

detection techniques for weather data. In this chapter, we describe our work. We address

these problems by: (i) designing a multi-layer quality control tool for detecting abnormal

weather observations; (ii) providing a multi-station QC algorithm that incorporates a sys-

tematic criteria for selecting stations and (iii) devising methods for replacing discarded and

missing data.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. First, we discuss the overall

architecture of our tool. Next, we proceed with an individual discussion of implementation

layers of the tool. This will explain in detail all the tests and algorithms used by each

implementation layer. We also discuss solutions we chose for situations that posed proÞ

lems during the execution of the data quality control procedures. Finally, we describe our

techniques for calculating estimates to replace erroneous data and maintain a complete time

series dataset.

18
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3.1 An Overvieïy of Our Data Quality Control Architecture

In this section, we explain the overall architecture of our data quality control tool.

Figure 3.1 presents a schematic diagram of the sequence of quality control procedures.

At the centre of the diagram is a rectangle that represents the main quality control

(QC) module. Data (shown in the left portion of the diagram) is fed to the QC module

where quality control procedures execute. If a datum does meet the quality requirements,

it is then considered clean and ready for use by our agricultural decision support tools.

Otherwise, it is flagged and passed to the data filling and estimation module for further

processing.

On the left side of the diagram are the data sources. The QC module receives

data from diversified sources. For our particular case, we have three sources: (i) Manitoba

Agriculture, Food and Rural Initiatives (MAFRI), (ii) Environment Canada and (iii) US

data. The requirement of our QC procedures is to use data from surrounding weather

stations. The unique geographical proximity of MAFRI weather stations to the US border

necessitates the use of data from these three sources. Nevertheless, as our data come from

diversified sources, issues arise with respect to compatibility that prevents raw data from

being readily used. We further discuss these issues in Chapter 5.

As illustrated in Figure 3.1, the main QC module is divided into three layers. We

divided the QC module into layers such that the quality control procedures can be executed

in stages, with each stage corresponding to a specific task performed by each layer. The

implementation layers are as follows:

o Internal Layer: quality control of weather observations at a si,ngle station and on a

single time frame.

19
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Clean and Complete Dataset for
Agricultural Support Systems

Figure 3.1: Schematic diagram of the data quality control sequence.

Table 3.1: Our prototype's implementation layers and their corresponding functionalities.
Implementation Layer F\rnctionalitv
Step 1: Internal Layer Ensures data lie within reasonable ranges
Step 2: Temporal Layer Ensures data foìlows some sequentiaì cvcles or patterns
Step 3: Spatial Layer Checks that data are consistent with thei¡ neishbours

Temporal Layer: quality control of weather observations at a single station but on

multi,ple time frames.

o Spatial Layer: quality control of weather observations at multi.ple stations and on

multiple time frames.

Table 3.1 summarizes the key functionalities of the three implementation layers.

To be able to pass as "clean", each datum must clear all three QC layers. If

a datum passes as "clean", it is ready for use by our agricultural support system. If a

datum is flagged and dete¡mined to be erroneous, it needs to be discarded. This particular
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scenario opens a gap in our dataset which is undesirable, as some agricultural decision

support systems do not work with missing data. Hence, to fill in the gaps as a result of a

discarded, erroneous or missing datum, we have f,he Data Fi,lli,ng and Esti,mati,on Module

that calculates estimates for these data. Sections 3.2-3.5 discuss each of the quality control

and data estimation modules in greater detail.

3.2 fnternal Layer

Observations coming directly from stations are expected to have inaccuracies due

to typographical errors and transmission errors, device sensor miscalibration, and other

gross forms of errors. The internal layer removes strange data due to these types of errors

before subjecting the data to more complicated quality control procedures. In addition,

this layer also verifies whether or not the data fall within a valid range as defined by both

physical and device measurement extremes and the climatologi c zone of the area. To clean

and pre-process the data, the internal layer performs the following series of tests: (1) limzú

checlc, (2) consi,stency check, (3) ercess diurnal range checlc and (4) flat li.ne check.

Test 1: Limit Checks

Limit checks allow us to identify if the data falls inside a valid and acceptable range

as defined by the capacity of the sensors and the maximum (or minimum) physically possible

or naturally occurring extremes. During these checks, the tool compares the observed data

against extreme values based on the climatologic records for the monthly high and low

measurements in a specific area. It flags any observation that does not fall in the following

set of interval values:

o Either the observed maximum o¡ minimum temperature values fall outside the reco¡d
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range of -60"C and +60'C.

o Either the observed maximum or minimum relative humidity values fall outside of the

possible range of 0% and 100%.

o Either the observed maximum or minimum rainfall values fall outside of the record

range of 0 mm and 190 mm.

Values passing the above interval limit check are then compared to the values in the pre-

ceding and succeeding time sequences. The tool flags any observation not satisfying the

following set of relationships:

o The observed value (e.g., observed temperature) exceeds the highest readings of the

previous, the current and the next months.

o The observed value (e.g., observed temperature) falls below the lowest readings of the

previous, the current and the next months.

Test 2: Consistency Checks

Consistency checks, the next in the 'internal layer's series of checks, allow us to

ascertain that summary values (i.e., average, minimum and maximum values) follow a valid

and logical pattern with respect to other summary values for the dataset. The checks verify

the relationship among the summary values and ensure that the relationships among them

make sense. For example, take temperature as a parameter. Consistency checks ensure that

all of the following conditions hold:

r The daily minimum temperature does not exceed the daily mean (average) tempera-

ture (i.e., Temp^¿n l Tempous).
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o The daily maximum temperature does not fall below the daily mean (average) tem-

perature (i.e., Tempouo 1 Temp*a¡).

In other words, consistency checks ensure that the following logical condition is satisfied:

Temp^¿n l Tempo¿s l Temp¡nat. Besides temperature, similar verifications are applied to

other weather parameters such as rainfall and relative humidity.

Test 3: Excess Diurnal Range Checks

Excess diurnal range checks ensure that the range of consecutively observed values

falls under a valid and plausible threshold. For example, observations having daily

Temp*o, - Temp*¿n > 24'C will be flagged as it would be representing a very unusual

weather phenomenon in Manitoba. Unlike the previous checks where flagged data could

be readily discarded without further analysis, flagged observations under this layer need

to be subjected to further analysis by a domain expert familiar with the climatology of

the area. When a datum is flagged, it is not automatically discarded as two possibilities

exist-either the datum is (a) a tr-uly ercepti,onal one and not an error (in which case it

should be kept) or (b) it is an invalid datum (that should be discarded). In other words, the

excess diurnal range checks identify possibly erroneous data with an extraordinarily large

daily range between their minimum and maximum readings.

Test 4: Flat Line Checks

Flat line checks are the last in the series of procedures used by the Internal Layer.

Our tool examines observed values for their serial continuity and checks if observations re-

main constant for some consecutive days. Note that it is quite unusual to have a long period

of days with the same maximum or minimum temperature. A constant temperature reading

for a considerable number of days may be a signal of a malfunctioning temperature sensor.

23
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Of course, there are some exceptions to this. For example, while we flag a sequence of seven

or more consecutive constant non-zero rainfall measurements, we do not flag sequences of

seven or more consecutive zero precipitation measurements. While it is possible (and not

uncommon) to have a long period of dry days, it sounds suspicious (though not impossi-

ble) to observe a long period of rainy days, particularly with identical daily precipitation

measurements (e.g., daily rainfall of 100 mm for 10 consecutive days).

3.3 Temporal Layer

Once data has been checked for internal errors (e.g., gross errors, relationship

inconsistencies with respect to related data, large changes from previous daily values), our

tool checks for its consistency with respect to its previous behaviour. In the temporal layer,

our tool determines whether the present observation is climatologically consistent with a

time series spanning observations in the past. For example, it would be uncanny to have a

reading of -45'C in Winnipeg during the month of July as it is in the middle of summer.

To flag this possible inconsistency, the tool considers observations from the past, which will

manifest a certain degree of consistency brought about by seasonal variation.

In the temporal layer, the tool constructs a time series to evaluate each daily

observation. To construct the time series, we need to work with datasets spanning several

decades in the past. For each datum r¿ obtained on a certain date ú, our tool considers

data (i) for the day precedi.ng t, (ü) for the day succeedi.ng t, and (iii) for these three days

in all preui,ous and subsequent Aears. For example, suppose we have an archive of daily

temperature data spanning from 1950-2008. If date ú is 10 February 2007, then my tool

conside¡s 9 February 2007 (day precedi,ng t), 11 February 2007 (day succeedingt) and 9-11

February 1950-2006 (three days i,n aII preui,ous year) and 9-11 February 2008 (three days
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i,n aII subsequent years).

Although we used a yearly cycle in our example above, the temporal layer is

applicable to other time resolution cycles (e.g., daily, weekly, monthly quarterl¡ seasonal

or some other cycles). For example, suppose we have an archive of data collected on an

hourly basis that follows a weekly cycle. If f is 12:00 noon on Monday in Week 25, we

will consider the hourly observations collected at (i) 11:00 am on Monday, (ii) 1:00 pm on

Monday, and (iii) 11:00 am, 12:00 noon and 1:00 pm for aìl the days prior to, and after that

week (i.e., Weeks 1-25 and Weeks 26-52). This example shows that, in some applications,

we need to include subsequent data (in addition to the past data) when constructing the

input time series. The inclusion of subsequent data allows the tool to be applicable to other

time resolution cycles.

After obtaining the time series, the temporal layer computes the mean and stan-

dard deviation of the time series. In this type of test, we need parameters that are not

easily skewed by outliers. Hence, instead of using the traditional mean 7 and standard

deviation d, our tool uses a slightly modified bi-weight mean 16- and bi-weight standard

deviation ob?,, parameters [Lan96] which are res'istant to outli,er ualues. As a result, they are

beneficial to our particular case because pre-quality control datasets may have embedded

outlier errors in them that skews the traditional ø and ø parameters if used. Given a time

series of a dataset rr ¡ . . ., z¡, the parameters 161¿ and obur are calculated as follows:

îb-: med,*

N

D("' - med)(l-.?)'
f:1

(3.1)N

I tr -.Ð'
t:7
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and

,l- î\",-**r\t-.7f
\ãabw: N,

Ilt-.,?)(r-b.?)
t:L

r¿ and (ii) ru¿ is thewhere (i) med is the median of all

t: I,2,3,..., N.

weight from daily observation

To compute u¿,let D¿ denote the absolute difference between u¿ and rned and let

rnidD denote the median among all D¿, that is, midD: median({ ù14: abs(rt-m"d)}).

Then. ?1.,+ : min {r. " (*#"o) 
} for.o-" constant c.l. mzau ) --

Next, the tool calculates a standardized Z-score for each daily observation r¿ as

follows:
t_lrt - rb-

¿-score: l-I ou-
(3.3)

Note that the Z-score indicates the number of standard deviations a value is away from the

mean. We can select a level of assurance for which to flag our observation as suspicious to

attain the desired assurance level. The observations that were flagged are further checked

if (i) they represent exceptions (in which case, they are kept) or (ii) they are erroneous (in

which case, they are discarded and replaced by our estimates).

When constructing the input time series, we require a minimum of 10 data entries

for our time series to be a valid input in the preceeding formulae. This is so as a minimum

of 10 data entries is needed for our formulae to be resistant to outliers. For a yearly cycle,

this translates to at least 10 years of data for each station. Hence, we construct a time

series of data spanning several decades in the past (Equations (3.1) and (3.2)). Although

we assume that a complete set of time series data is available, data gaps are unavoidable

in almost all climate data. They form a significant obstacle in seamlessly running temporal

(3.2)
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checks, which require a complete series. The natural issue to address, therefore, is how to

deal with data gaps or an incomplete set of available time series data. The following are

the strategies that our tool uses when time series data is incomplete

Strategy 1: Assuring Data Format Compatibility

Since we are dealing with data spanning several decades in the past, it is certain

that MAFRI current weather database will not contain all the datasets needed. MAFRI

only started its weather monitoring program quite recently. As such, it would not have

records of data spanning (sa¡ the past four decades). Because temporal checks in this

stage require observations spanning several decades from the past, we need to access external

weather archives, which, because of their age, are stored in fl,at fi,le legacy systemst (database

standards most applicable at that time but are not readily compatible with MAFRI present

RDBMS database standards). Here, our data quality control system has an intermediary

tool (Chapter 5), which allows data retrieval and usage by presenting a standardized view

of the data both from present-day RDBMS and from legacy flat file database systems.

Strategy 2: Assuring Data Resolution Compatibility

Various data sources give rise to weather data with different temporal resolutions.

For example, Manitoba Ag-Weather currently records data of very high time resolutions

having an entry every 15 minutes. This is not the case in older databases, where we only

have records of, for example, daily highs and lows. If lower resolution data (e.g., daily) is

requested and only higher resolution data (e.g., every quarter of an hour) is available, we

summarize the raw data to the requested resolution before returning it for further processing.

lLegacy systems are those systems built using oìder computer standards and, because of this, lack com-
patibility with newer systems. They continue to be used today because they still respond to the tasks
required by the organizations using them or because their replacement would entail significant costs andfor
downtime.
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Strategy 3: Station Name Changes

Name changes are not uncommon (e.g., Hull in Quebec rrr/as renamed to Gatineau;

the northern city of Churchill in Manitoba was formerly called the Prince of Wales Fort;

rÄ/e saw the Indian cities of Bombay and Madras recently renamed to Mumbai and Chennai

respectively). In cases where names of stations get changed? we may have aseries 7S1 for a

station named ,91n1 prior to date d and another series 7,92 for a station named Stnz after d

(where Sún1 was renamed l,o Stn2 on date d). Here, T^91 and TS2 are disjointed. To solve

this problem, we, together with the help of domain experts who are familiar with station

name changes, combine the two related time series together into one.

Strategy 4: Closing of Old Stations and Opening of New Stations

Data might be unavailable for certain periods of time. Due to various reasons (e.g.,

budget cuts, changes in agricultural activities, land development), some new stations open

and some existing stations may close down. For example, when a station ^9ún3 is opened

on date d, we only have data for this station on or after date d. 'We do not have data for

station ,9tn3 before date d. Similarly, when a station Stna is closed effective on date d' , we

only have the data for Stna before date dt but not on or afber dt . To solve this problem, we

use data from neighbouring stations.

Strategy 5: Log of Data Absences

For cases where data are genuinely absent for the desired period and queries were

not successful in returning any data, the intermediary tool (Chapter 5) records this absence

and creates a log of the actual presence or absence of data in the different databases. In the

temporal layer, the intermediary tool gradually learns from this log and allows more seamless

queries in the future, resulting in quicker responses by skipping the complete execution of
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a query that is known not to return any data.

3.4 Spatial Layer

The spatial layer is the last of the three implementation layers in our quality

assurance and control tool. The previous two layers only consider a single station of interest

and do not examine whether observations are considerably different from the data values

in neighbouring stations. We adapted the spatial regression test [HGS+05] as the basis

for the tests in the spatial layer. The principle behind this spatial regression test is to

calculate an estimate value of the station of interest using the observations of neighbouring

stations and to then use this estimate to construct a confidence interval to decide whether

the observation at the station of interest deviates significantly from the calculated estimate.

The first step in the spatial layer test is to determine which of the surrounding

stations should be included in the test. In other words, how do we select which surrounding

stations should be considered, given a station of interest? We can either define a radius

limit or a co-ordinate inclusion box wherein stations falling inside the radius or inside the

inclusion box will be considered. However, in the first approach, with the number of weather

stations available, the distance of one station to all its surrounding station is not usually

available. Usually, only the latitude and longitude co-ordinates are provided for each station.

Therefore, in our implementation, we used the radius approach and calculated the distance

of a station to its neighbours using the respective co-ordinates of the station. In order to get

statistically significant results, in our implementation, we used a minimum of 12 stations

falling inside a 100-km radius in choosing the preliminary list of stations.

After identitying the neighbouring stations, we need to select which of these 12

stations should be included in the parameter calculation. To do so, the tool determines
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the agreement of each neighbouring station with the station of interest. The more similar

the observation at a neighbour with that at the station of interest, the better estimator

we will have. The spatial layer calculates the correlation coefficient Â between the daily

observations of the station of interest and each of the 12 candidate stations of the weather

attribute being analyzed (say maximum temperature). It then eliminates those stations

that are not significant at the g5% confidence level and selects five stations with the highest

correlation coefficient .R.

In this thesis, we did not use the distance as a measure of agreement to calculate

the QC parameter. Instead, we considered the strength of the relationship as quantified by

the root mean square error (RMSE) between the station of interest and each neighbouring

station. For each of the surrounding stations, we formed a regression-based estimate 1¿ at

date j:

: ai * b¿ A¿j, (3.4)

where gtj is the observation of station z at date j, and o,¿ ànd b¿ are the respective intercept

and slope regression coefficients for station i. Since we are using five surrounding stations,

we have five regression equations. Data used in calculating each of these regression equations

are used for calculating the root mean square error (RMSE) s¿ for each of the five stations:

N

\,{"rt - 1o¡)'
j:r

(3.5)

certain date j and î¿¡ is the

In other words, we sum the

each of the five neighbouring

rij

where r¿, is the value from the station of interest i at a

estimate obtained from station i at date j : 1,2,3, ..., N.

difference between the actual and the estimated values for
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stations. Next, each RMSE s¿ is used to calculate a single weighted estimate u.rr':

rn
\- gij
L ".2Z:I

wl- m , ,

\-1L ".2

(3.6)

where rn is the total number of station-pair regression equations (i.e., station of interest and

neighbouring stations, which in our case is equal to five), and gr¡ is the daily observation

at neighbouring station i and date j. The standard error of estimate E is calculated as:

(3.7)

where rn is the total number of station-pairs as in Equation (3.6).

We note a very important feature of the spatial regression test from the above

equations. In calculating the weighted estimate, the spatial regression test does not assign

the largest weight to the nearest neighbour. Instead, it looks into each station's statistical

agreement with the station of interest. The strength of this statistical agreement is measured

by the root mean square €Tl'or s¿ values between the station of interest and each surrounding

station. Thus, the weighted estimate u.r gives heavier weight to those stations that have a

smaller standard e¡ror of estimate, irrespective of the station's distance from the station of

interest. The smaller the standard error of estimate between the station of interest and a

neighbouring station, the nearer its behaviour to the target station and the heavier weight

or influence is given to it in calculating the weighted estimate. This means that the spatial

regression test does not use the common assumption that "the nearest neighbouring station

best copies the observation of the station of interest (because it is near to the station of

interest) and that this is the best estimato¡". In effect, it is possible to have a situation
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where the station that is the farthest from the station of interest is given the heaviest

weight in calculating the weighted estimate because it has the best statistical agreement

with the station of interest. This is an important feature of the spatial regression test

as it compensates for regions manifesting microclimates (i.e., regions observing consistent

weather observational variability in just a small geographic space). The large observational

variability can be brought about by factors such as topographical features (e.g., mountains,

valleys) bringing remarkable elevation differences to nearby stations. For example, we expect

consistent variation between the temperature readings of Kananaskis and Morley towns in

Alberta. Kananaskis is located aìong a mountain ridge with an elevation of 1,350 metres,

while the town of Morley is just on the edge of the Rockies but still lies on the plains.

Kananaskis and Morley are just a few kilometres apart but, despite their close distance,

there is a significant consistent difference in the temperature readings between them due to

the large difference in elevation. In this case, temperature readings in Kananaskis would

agree more with the readings in, sa¡ Banff (a nearby town) than Morley, even though

the distance separating them is farther than the distance to Morley. Banff (a ski resort

1,463 metres in elevation) shares the same climatologic region with Kananaskis because

of their similar elevation. Since observations in Kananaskis statistically agree more with

Banff than the observations in Morley, Banff will have a smaller standard error of estimate

in its regression equation and will be given heavier weight by the spatial regression test in

calculating the weighted estimate. This will not be the case in other distance-based spatial

tests particularly the Inverse Distance Weighing (IDW) technique.

After obtaining the weighted estimate u¡ and standard error of estimate E, the

spatial layer calculates the confidence interval ftn¡ - FE,'u'¡ * F,E] e IR.:

w;-FE1r¡1w;*FE,
J

(3.8)
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where F is a user-specified constant that sets the level of assurance of our quality control

procedure.

Each observation is evaluated using the above confidence interval. If the relation-

ship in the confidence interval holds, then the corresponding observation passes the test.

Adjusting F allows us to specify the level of assurance desired for the test. Increasing the

value of F decreases the number of invalid extreme values that are flagged as we have a

larger interval. On the other hand, decreasing -F increases the number of valid values that

are flagged as we have a "tighter" interval.

3.5 Data Filling and Estimation Module: Replacing Erro-

neous Data and Maintaining a Complete Time Series

Dataset

After the implementation of each quality control layer, the next step is to integrate

the layers together and run the quality control tests to identify outliers. We execute the

QC procedures in sequence, beginning with the i.nternal layer, then temporal and finally

lhe spati,al layer. However, remember that some algorithms, particularly temporal checks

in the temporal layer, require a complete set of archival time series data that spans the

past few decades to execute the algorithm. Moreover, MAFRI current weather database,

our main data source, has just been recently established. Hence, it does not provide all the

datasets needed. We therefore need to access external data sources such as Environment

Canada's data archive. For this particular case, we used the Canadian National Climate

Data and Information Archive from Environment Canada that contains Canadian weather

observations since the late 1800s to satisfy the data requirement in generating a complete

time series archive of the temporal layer. If any QC procedure identifies an observation as

DÐrJJ
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Table 3.2: A sample output for station SPRUCETCLP (in Spruce Siding, Manitoba) for the
Temporal and Spatial Layers.

(a) Output for Temporal Layer
Date 0rielnal TEst TDiff Z-score TFlas

01 Jan 2000

02 Jan 2000

03 Jan 2000

04 Jan 2000

05 Jan 2000

06 Jan 2000

07 Jan 2000

08 Jan 2000

09 Jan 2000

10 Jan 2000

11 Jan 2000

12 Jan 2000

13 Jan 2000

14 Jan 2000

15 Jan 2000

-2.goc
- 10.6'c

- 13.9"C

-20.0.c
-16.1"C
- 15.0"c

-11.1"c
-15.0'c
-13.9'c
-27.1'C
-27.8"C
-17.9"c
- 16.10c

-16.1'C
-22.20c

1.81"C
2.93"C
4.49"C
5-29"C
5.74'C
5.48'C
5.91"C
6.24.C
6.43'C
6.64'c
6.02"C
5.15'C
4.83'C
4.98.C
5.58'C

9.01"C
2.33"C
0.59"c

-4-71"C
-0.36'c

0.48'C
4.81'C
1.24"C
2.53.C

-4.46"C
- 11.78" C

-2.65"C
-1-27"C
-1.120c
-6.62'C

1.17

0.32

0.09
0.71

0.05
0.07
0.60
0.15

0.29
0.57
1.63

0.34

0.16

0.13

0.78

:

U

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

:

b) Output for Spatia
0r SEst SDiff SFì.ag

- i0.6"c
-13.9'C
-20.0'c
-16.1'C
-15.0'c
- I 1.10c

-15.00c
-r3.9'C
-21.1'C
-27.9.c
-17.8'C
-16.1"c
- 16.10 c
-22.20C

-ð.ð /-u
-9.43"C

-13.94"C
- 19.17"C

-13.82'C
-14.09"c
-13.42"C
-14.39"C
-73.72'C
-21.68'C
-24.77.C
-i9.73'C
-i5.52"C
- 19.96.C

-20.80'c

6.07'C

-1.17'C
0.04"c

-0.93"c
-2.28"C
-0.91'C

-0.62'C
-0.18'C

0.58"c

-3.09.C
1.93"C

-0.58"c
3.86'C

-1.40.c

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

an outlier, it is then replaced with an estimate datum generated using the procedures from

either the temporal or the spati,al layer. After running the quality control procedure, each

station will have an output table simiìar to Table 3.2.

Consider the columns for the Temporal Layer in Table 3.2(a). The first column,

Date, records the date of each daily observation. The next column, Original, records

the original values. Column TEst records the temporal estimate 16., which is the bi-

weight mean parameter (Equation (3.1)) from the temporal layer. Values in TDiff are the

differences between the temperature data in columns Original and TEst (i.e., TDiff :

0rig - TEst). Column Z-score records the Z-score calculated with respect to the original

and estimated temporal values. Finally, the column TFtag indicates whether or not an

observation is flagged as an abnormal one. The column assumes a value of 1 when a

datum is flagged, 0 if not flagged, and -1 when the datum is missing. For the example

in Table 3.2(a), the Z-score values of all obse¡vations did not exceed 3.0 and thus, these

observations were considered normal and not flagged. The selection of the Z-score flagging

limit of 3.0 ensures that we cover as much data as possble, aß99.73% of values are within
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three standard deviations from the mean [Moo04].

Similarly, a sample output for the Spatial Layer is shown in Table 3.2(b). This

table is very similar to Table 3.2(a). In the illustration, we omit column Date and show

column Original for ease of readability. Column SEst records the spatial estimate trj.,

which is the weighted estimate parameter (Equation (3.6)) calculated in the spatial layer.

Values in SDiff are the differences between the data in columns Original and SEst (i.e.,

SDiff : Original - SEst). Column SFlag shows whether or not an observation is flagged.

For the data in Table 3.2(b), the first weather datum observed was flagged because it fell

outside our calculated the confidence interval, whereas the remaining 14 observations were

considered normal.

So far, we have discussed how to identify erroneous data. Next, let us discuss how

to repiace these erroreous data. Specifically, if a data row with TFIag : 1 (i.e., the datum

is flagged) and is verifled to be erroneous, we replace such an erroneous value with the

corresponding estimate value TEst of such data row. Similarly, if a data row with SFlag :

1 (i.e., the datum is flagged) and is verified to be erroneous, we replace such an erroneous

value with the estimate value SEst of such data row. If a data row with SFlag: -1 (i.e.,

the datum is missing), we fill the gap with the estimate value SEst computed based on the

values observed at neighbouring stations.

In the next chapter) we will examine which estimation method provides a more

accurate estimate. The results will tell us which among the two estimation method (i.e.,

temporal or spatial) will be more preferable to use in replacing missing data.

35
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3.6 Summary

In this chapter, we described the architecture of the multi-layer quality control

tool that we have developed. We also discussed each implementation ìayer in the quality

control module-namely, the internal, temporal, and spatial layers as well as the data filling

and estimation module.

The internal layer makes sure that data lie within reasonable ranges. It consists of

four tests that each datum needs to undergo-li.mi,t check, cons'istency check, ercess di,urnal

range check, and lastly, the fl,at li,ne check. The temporal layer accepts a range of data that

will be used to ensure that the data follows some sequential cycle or patterns. The spatial

Iayer, on the other hand, makes sure that data are consistent with their neighbours. Finally,

by using the temporal and spatial layer parameters, the data filling and estimation module

calculates an estimate, which can be used for replacing those flagged erroneous observations

and filling those missing observations. As such, we could maintain a complete time series

dataset.

In the next chapter, we will empirically evaluate the performance of our developed

system in the quality control of agricultural weather data. To be more specific, we will

evaluate its effectiveness in flagging and detecting erroneous datasets. We will also compare

the calculated estimates with the actual measurements to have an idea of the capacity of

our tool in calculating accurate estimates to maintain a complete time series set of data.
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E*perimental Evaluation

As one of its main features, our quality control and assurance tool replaces erro-

neous and missing observations to maintain a complete time series dataset. To do so) we

used temporal- and spati,al-based methods as estimators. In this chapter, we evaluate the

performance and effectiveness of our tool. We performed experiments on data from stations

in the provinces of Alberta, Saskatchewan, and Manitoba. We obtained the datasets, span-

ning 30 years of daily maximum and minimum temperature observations, from Manitoba

Agriculture, Food and Rural Initiatives (MAFRI), Bnvironment Canada, and some US sta-

tions adjacent to the Manitoba-US border. We subjected the data to quality control using

our multi-layered quality control tool with experiments testing the accuracy of our tool in

(a) flagging erroneous observations and (b) calculating estimates of the actual weather data.

4.L Experimental Set-up

We implemented the data quality control procedures using T-SQL, a specialized

scripting language in the MS SQL suite that provides SQL query and ìogic control. Ex-

periments we¡e conducted on an AMD Athlon machine with a 2.07GHz processor, 4.0G8

Dry
rJl
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RAM and 500G8 hard drive.

We classified the experiments into two types based on the performance criteria

being evaluated. We performed experiments that measured the following:

a. R^andom Seeding Experiment-the QC system's capability in flagging erroneous

data (Section 4.2).

b. Accuracy of Estimates-the accuracy of the calculated estimates of the actual

observation that can be used to replace flagged or missing values (Sections 4.3 and 4.4).

In particular, we have done the following:

1. We compared the percentage of errors identified with the total number of seeded errors

when the dataset is randomly seeded with artificial errors.

2- We examined the tool's accuracy in detecting seeded errors by measuring prec'is'ion,

recall and F-score (defined shortly) while adjusting the quality control sensitivity

levels.

3. We examined the accuracy of estimates through the use of the mean absolute error

and root rnean squo,re error tests.

4. We evaluated the goodness of fit of the estimates through the use of the Pearson

correlat'ion coeffici,ent (.R2) and the Nash-Sutctiffe Coeffici,ent of Efficiency (E) tesis.

We performed each experiment twice, one for the data freld Temp^o, a.îd another for

Ternp*¿n. We have also performed experiments on other data frelds (e.g., humidity, rainfull).

To avoid distraction, we only show the results on temperature.
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4.2 Experiment Set 1: Random Seeding Experiments

Recall that in the spatial quality control technique (Section 3.4), we constructed a

confidence interval (Equation(3.8)) where we evaluated individual daiÌy observations. For

each of these evaluations, we decide to either (a) accept the datum as true and valid or

(b) nag and label the datum as an outlier. If the datum is valid and is accepted as "valid"

or if the datum is invalid and rejected as "invalid", then our tool is working properly. If,

on the other hand, a valid datum is "rejected", it is a false negative. If an invalid datum

is "accepted", it is a false positive. To have an effective data quality control tool, we

want to maintain a balance wherein we reduce the number of "accepted" invalid data while

minimizing the number of "rejected"' valid data.

For this experiment, we seeded a 3O-year period (1971-2001) of available weather

data from MAFRI and Environment Canada with errors of random magnitude. We selected

station STEINBACH (in Steinbach, Manitoba) and its frve adjacent stations (as determined

by the algorithm) for the seeding experiment. In the seeding process, we selected both the

dates and error magnitude randomly. The new "erroneous" observations are calculated as

follows:

rerror¿ : ra * oq6n¿¡ * T¿, (4.1)

where frerror¿ is the new "erroneous" observation at random date d, -¿ is the monthly mean

observation in which random date d belongs, omonth is the monthly standard deviation

in which random date d belongs, and r¿ is a random number with a range of *4.0. The

selection of 4.0 ensures that our experiment included cases that are close to the extremes of

our dataset. We stored and indexed the dates on which the errors were introduced such that

we would be able to determine if a particular seeded error has been successfully detected in

our experiments.
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Evaluation 4.t (Precision, Recall & F-measure Tests) To evaluate the accuracy of

detecting errors, we performed quality control procedures on our seeded dataset and used

prec'is'ion, recall and F-measure metrics in gauging the performance of our quality control

tool. Preci,si,on P is given by:

P_ (4.2)
Ø+ fp

where úp is the number of successfully identifled seeded errors (i.e., true positives) and f p

is the number of identified false errors (i.e., false positives or values incorrectly identified as

errors).

Recall R is given by:

R- (4.3)tp-l fn

where tp is the number of successfully.identified seeded errors (i.e., true positives) and fn

is the number of seeded errors that were not successfully identified (i.e., false negatives).

We then calculate the F-rneasLlrel à popular measure for accuracy that summarizes

the Preci,si.on and Recall values:

2PR
F-measure: (4.4)P+R

The nearer the value of. F-measure tro I, the more accurate our QC tool is in detecting

errors.

In our tests, we adjusted the value of the assurance level parameter ,F' (Equa-

tion (3.8)) from 0.0 to 6.0, with increments of 0.5. The selection of our ,F from 0.0 to

6.0 allows us to have coverage of virtually the entire range of values in our dataset, as an

assurance level parameter value of 6.0 covers 99.999% of our data [Moo04]. Recall that the

assurance level parameter .F is a user-specified constant that can be adjusted to set the

tp

tp
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level of QC assurance and sensitivity. This method of testing against a range of F values

makes it possible for us to learn which F. value wouÌd give the most optimal seeded error

detection result (i.e., reduce the number of "accepted" invalid data while minimizing the

number of "rejected" valid data).

Figure 4.1 shows the results of our tests. Flom the graph, our quality control tool

performed very well-reaching F-rneasure values as high as 0.75 for both Ternp^o* and

Ternp^¿n. The highest F-measure values occur when the assurance level parameter tr' is

set between 2.5-3.0 for both Ternp^o, and Temp*¿rr. This is the case where we optimize

our result, that is we minimize both the number of "rejected" valid data and the number

of "accepted" invalid data.

Evaluation 4.2 (Proportion of Flagged Seeded Errors) Knowing the most optimal

value of -F', we then proceeded to seed datasets for two other stations namely stations
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Kipling (in Kipling, SK)and Lethbridge (in Lethbridge, AB). We subjected the new

seeded datasets to quality control using the assurance parameter F : 3.0 and recorded

the proportion of the seeded errors detected.

It is important to note that we selected station Lethbridge to evaluate the perfor-

mance of the quality control tool in mountainous climate zones, a problematic climate zone

in weather data quality control where past QC methods performed poorly (Section 2.4).

Figure 4.2 shows a bar plot of the result of our seeding experiments for the three

stations. For Temp*o" (Figure A.2@)), almost 80 % of seeded errors were successfully

detected for the two prairie stations (Steinbach and Kipling), whiÌe the rate for the

mountain station was lower, with approximately a 62% detection rate. In general, the

majority of the errors were detected by the spatial layer although there was also a remarkable

portion of overlaps in detection between the temporal and spatial layers.

For Ternp*¿,r, the same results can be observed with all the stations ranging in

the 70*75% detection range. The detection rate for the mountainous station Lethbridge

was slightly better f.or Temprn¿r, as it registered a 70% detection rate. Compared to the

previous graph, we observed that the majority of the detection was an overlap between the

temporal and spatial layer.

Those seeded errors that were not detected are those that received very small error

magnitudes during the random seeding process. These errors could have been detected with

a higher value of the assurance level parameter F. However, as explained earlier, increasing

-F results in the corresponding increase in false positive detection rate, lowering precision

and thereby lowering our accuracy level.
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4.3 Experiment Set 2: Accuracy of Estimates-MAE & RMSE

Tests

We used two parameters namely the mean absolute etror (MAE) and the roof

rnean square error (RMSE) to evaluate the accuracy of the spatiaì and temporal estimation

methods. The mean absolute error is calculated by the foìlowing formula:

MAE:
L,l*t - ¡|j:r

(4.5)

and the root mean square error is given by:

RMSE:

N

\@i -î¡)'
j:1

(4.6)

where z7 is the original value and î¡ is the corresponding estimated predicted value (which

is the weighted estimate tr.r7 in Equation (3.6)) for data from dates j : 7,2,3, ..., N .

In the experiments, we calculated the MAE and RMSE for each station for the

entire 3O-year period and took the average of the MAEs and RMSEs to evaluate the accuracy

of the estimates. The lower the MAE and RMSE values, the better our estimates are. We

have included an observation in the calculation of MAE and RMSE when it passes its

respective quality control layer check (i.e., temporal check or spatial check). To summarize

the values for all stations during the entire 30-year period, we averaged the calculated MAEs

and RMSEs. The results are presented in Table 4.1.

Evaluation 4.3 (Temporal estimates tabular results) For temporal QC,weevaluated

more than 190 stations over the 30-year period. To obtain a summarized picture of the accu-

¡/
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Table 4.1: Average mean absolute error (MAE) and root mean square error (RMSE) for a

3O-year (197i-2001) dataset (Evaluations 4.3 and 4.4).

Temporal Method Spatial Method
Temp^o" Temp*¿n Ternpn o" Temprn¿,

No. of Stns 199 190 192 187

Avg MAE 5.46'C 4.63'C 0.gB'c 1.35'C
Max MAE 8.68'C 5.41'C 2.4r'C 2.66"C
Min MAE 4.53'C 3.70'C 0.50'c 0.83"C

Avg RMSE 6.89'C 6.13'C 1.36'C 1.81"C
Max RMSE 70.47"C 7.67"C 3.39"C 3.56"C
Min RMSE 5.85'C 5.04'C 0.70"c 1.13'C

racy of our estimates, we averaged the MAE and RMSE of all the stations over the available

dataset time period. Results showed satisfactory values for both the average MAE (5.46"C)

and the average RMSB (6.89'C) for the rnarirnumtemperature. The same comments apply

to the m'in'imum temperature with an average RMSE of 6.13'C.

Evaluation 4.4 (Spatial estimates tabular results) Similarly, for spatial QC, we eval-

uated more than 180 stations with their MAEs and RMSEs averaged. Compared to tem-

poral estimates, spatial estimates had lesser stations (192 vs. 199 for Ternp^o, and 187

vs. 190 for Temp^¿r¿). This was because some stations are located in isolated regions with

no immediate neighbouring stations available. Recall that in the spatial layer, we need to

have a minimum of five neighbouring stations to calculate a spatial estimate. Thus, in situa-

tions where a station is located in an isolated area with insufficient immediate neighbouring

stations, a spatial estimate cannot be possibly calculated.

As shown in Table 4.1, we obtained very impressive values for both the maximum

and minimum temperatures with the average MAE being only 0.98'C and the average

RMSE being 1.36'C for the malirnurn temperature. The average MAE and the average

RMSE were slightly higher for the m'in'imumtemperature, registering at 1.35'C and 1.81oC,

respectively.
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Evaluation 4.5 (Temporal MAE and RMSE time plots) To identify any trend in

the accuracy of our estimates over the years, we plotted the yearly average MAEs and

RMSEs for the temporal and spati,al estimation methods for both the marimum and m'in'i-

murntemperatures (see Figure 4.3). For both estimation methods, the trend of the RMSE

followed the trend of the MAE, as expected (whenever there was an increase/decrease in

RMSE values, there was also a corresponding increase/decrease in MAB). The MAEs for

the temporal estimators for the mar'i,mum temperature were slighily high in value, ranging

from as low as 4.8'C to as high as 6.2"C (see Figure 4.3(a)). Most of the values fluctuated

around the interval [5.0'C,6.0'C]. The RMSE followed the same t¡end with slightty higher

values. On the other hand, the MAE values for the m'in'imurn temperature ranged from
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4.0"C to 5.5'C with the majority of the values clustered around the interval [4.0'C,5.0'C]

(see Figure 4.3(b)). Similar to the graph for the maximum temperature, the RMSE followed

the same trend with slightly higher values.

Evaluation 4.6 (Spatial MAE and RMSE time plots) The MAEs for the spati,al es-

timators for the marirnurn temperature (see Figure a.3(c)) hovered slightly above 1.OoC

from 1976-1981, and then stabilized to [0.9'C,1.0"C] afber 1981. On the other hand, the

MAE values for the m'in'imurn temperature (see Figure 4.3(d)) hovered around the upper

range of 1.5'C to 1.6oC during the mid-1970s to the late 1970s before stabilizing to 1.0'C

or below afterwards. MAE values of 1.0"C and below are exceedingly low and represents

very impressive estimation accuracy by the spatial estimation method. This trend was also

followed by the RMSB with a slightly higher set of values.

4.3.1 Temporal and Spatial Histograms and Cumulative Bar Plots

To have a more in-depth analysis of the performance of our estimates, we plotted

histograms (see Figures 4.4 and 4.6) and cumulative bar plots (see Figures 4.5 and 4.7)

of the mean absolute errors for the entire 3O-year period of our dataset (approximately

10,000 data points). In the plots, we selected three representative stations, one each from

Manitoba (Steinbach), Saskatchewan (xipting), and Alberta (letnuri.age). We selected

these station such that we represent both the plains (Steinbach, MB and Kipling, SK) and

mountainous regions (Lethbridge, AB). This selection enables us to determine the perfor-

mance of our estimators with respect to stations belonging to different climatic regions.

Stations Steinbach and Kipling are located in typical prairie agricultural lands while

station Lethbridge, which has an elevation of 929 metres, lies at the edge of the Rocky

Mountain range.
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For all the histogram plots, we expect to obtain a right-skewed histogram, which

would indicate that the deviation of the estimates from the observed value is smalì. Specif-

ically, we would like to obtain the highest frequencies (i.e., tallest histogram bars) on small

x-axis values, which would indicate that the majority of the predicted values had a small

difference from the observed values and thus, a good estimation performance.

For all the cumulative bar plots, we wish to obtain the greatest proportion of

observed absolute errors in the lowest error magnitude interval.

Evaluation 4.7 (Temp*o, histogram) For Temp-o" (Figure 4.4),boLh spati,al and tem-

poral esti,m¿úes showed right-skewed histograms for all three representative stations. The

majority of the ternporalestimates (left side histograms) deviated in the range of [0.0'C,5.0'C]

while the majority of. spati.alestimates (right side histograms) deviated between [0.0"C, 1.0'C]

for the Prairie s[ations (Steinback and Kipling) and [0.0'C,2.0'C] for the mountainous

station (retnuriage). Spati.al estimates for the prairie stations were more uniform reg-

istering lower standard deviation for their absolute errors compared to the estimates of

the station in the mountainous region. Conversely, there were no remarkable differences

observed in the distribution of the temporal estimates for prairie vis-à-vis mountainous

stations.

Evaluation 4.8 (Ternp^o, cumulative bar plot) Figure 4.5(a) shows the cumulative

bar plot for Temp^o" spatial estimates. Flom the bar plots, it can be seen that the spatial

estimates did very well with 80% of the estimates for the entire 3O-year period lying within

2"C of the actual observed values. F\rthermore, we can conclude that the spatial estima-

tion method calculated slightly closer estimates in the prarie stations (e.g., Steinbach and

Kipting), with a slightly higher percentage of errors falling just within 1"C of the actual

observed value compared to the mountainous station (fetlUriage).
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Temporal estimates for Ternp*o" did fairly well with the majority of the errors

lying within 5"C of the actual values observed (Figure 4.5(b)). The bar plots also reveal

that no remarkable difference could be seen in the accuracy of the estimates with respect to

the location of the station. This is so as all the stations returned approximately the same

percentage of errors regardless of where they were located (i.e., whether they are located in

the prairie plains or in mountainous regions).

Finally, from our cumulative bar plots, we conclude that our temporal estimation

method can predict within 5'C of the actual values observed approximately 58% of the

time.

Evaluation 4.9 (Temp*¿n histogram) For Temprnrn (Figure 4.6), the same right-skewed

histograms resulted for both the spati,al and ternporøl estimates for all three represen-

tative stations. Compared to Temp^or, Temprn¿,, estimates for both methods received

higher absolute error values. The majority of the temporal estimates varied in the range

of [0.0'C,10.0'C] whereas the majority of spati,al estimates deviated by less, within only

2"C of the actual values for the prairie stations (Steinback and Kipling) and 4oC for

the mountainous station (Lethuridge). UnlikeTemp^or, there were no remarkable differ-

ences in the distribution of both the temporal and spati,al estimates between the prairie and

mountainous stations.
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Evaluation 4.1-0 (Ternp,n¿n cumulative bar plot) From Figure 4.7(a), our cumulative

bar plots indicate that the spatial estimation method can estimate within 2"C of the actual

observed vahrc 75Ta of the time. The spatial estimation method performed better in the

prairies (i.e, Steinbach and Kippling) as compared to the mountanous regions. This

is because the stations in the prairies received a greater percentage of errors with lower

magnitude (i.e., approximately 55% of errors for Steinbach and Kipling fell in the interval

[0.0'C,1.0"C] vs. 40Vo for Lethbridge for the same error magnitude).

Similar to Temp*or, temporal estimates for Temp^¿,, did fairly well with the ma-

jority of the errors lying within 5"C of the actual values observed (Figure 4.7(b)). Temporal

estimates did well on mountainous regions, with the estimates at Lethbridge station re-

ceiving a greater percentage of smaller magnitude errors compared to its prairie station

counterparts in Steinbach and Kipling. FYom our cumulative bar plots, we can conclude

that our temporal estimation method can predict within 5'C of the actual values approxi-

mately 58% of the time.

Table 4.2 presents a summary of our histogram and cumulative bar plot results.

Table 4.2: Summary Table for Histogram and Cumulative Bar Plots.
Temporal Method Spatial Method

Ternp*o, prediction within 5'C of actual
values 58% of the time

prediction within 2"C of actual
values 80% of the time

Temp*¿n prediction within 5'C of actual
values 58% of the time

prediction within 2oC of actual
values 75% of the time

tÐt)r)
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4.4 Experiment Set 3: Accuracy of Estimates-Pearson Cor-

relation Coefficient (R') & Nash-Sutcliffe Coefficient of

Efficiency (E) Tests

To evaluate the "goodness-of-fit" of our estimates, we used both the Pearson cor-

relat'ion coeffici,ent (Ã2) [Moo04] and Nash and Sutcli,ffe effici,ency coeffici.ent (E) [NS70]

in the pairwise comparison between the original and the predicted values for each station.

The Pearson corcelat'ion coeffic'ient R2 is given by:

R2: (4-7)NN

I (a, -ù'L,'¡ -,),
få,r -î)(,,-,)l

j:1

The coeffici,ent of effici,ency -Ð is given by:

j:r

E:7-

N

Itti - ,¡)'
J:T (4 8)N

l,{ti - n)'
j:r

For both of these equations, r¡ is the original value at date j, â¡ is the corresponding

estimate at date j , r is the arithmetic mean of the original values ï¡ t and ã is the arithmetic

mean of the estimates 1¡ from dates 1 to -lü. Idealty, we would like to have values of A2

and E close to 1.

A value of .E equal to 1 indicates that all the estimated values exactly correspond

to their original values. On the other hand, low values of -E indicate large deviations from

the original observations. Lastly, a negative ,8, indicates that it is better to use the mean
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Table 4.3: Average cor¡elation coefûcient @\ and coefficient of efficiency (-E) between the
original and predicted values for each station for a 3O-year dataset (Evaluation 4.i1).

Temporal Spatial
'l'ernpnar Temp^¿n Temp*o" Temp^¿,

Avg R" 0.780 0.777 0.990 0.979
Max Rz 0.910 0.908 0.999 0.997
Min -Rz 0.449 0.168 0.854 0.839

Avg E 0.833 0.774 0.993 0.980
Max -E 0.9i0 0.905 0.999 0.997
Min,Ð 0.449 0.288 0.911 0.842

z as an estimator. In our results, we consider -E values 0.75 and above as having a strong

agreement between the estimates and the actual observation.

Evaluation 4.LI (.8 and -R2 tabular results) Table 4.3 presents a summary of E and

-R2 values. Both the temporal and spatial estimation methods registered high E values

(i.e., .Ð values close to 1). This indicates high values for our .E and implies that our

estimates agreed well with the actual observed values. For example, the temporalestimates

for Temprno" did well, registering an average E coefficient value of 0.833. Moreover, the

spati,al estimate almost did a perfect estimate of the actual value, with the maximum and

minimum .Ð coefficients f.or Temp-o" registering at 0.999 and 0.911 respectively.

Evaluation 4,L2 (E and -R2 time plots) To identify any trend in the coefficients over

the years, we plotted the average -R2 and ,Ð values for all stations on a yearly basis for

both the maximum and minimum temperature attributes (see Figure 4.8). The ternporal

estimates for Temp*o" registered very high E values, with -Ð fluctuating between 0.8 and

0.9 for the entire 3O-year period (see Figure 4.8(a)). The same trend was observed for the

Pearson correlation coefficient .R2, with its values mostly following those of ,Ð. Temporal

estimate results for Temp*¿n registered satisfactorily high E and R2 values with the E

values registering around the range [0.65'C,0.90'C]. For Ternp^¿rr, however, the changes in
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Figure 4.8: Coefficient of Efficiency ,B and -R2 plots for temporal and spatial estimates
(Evaluation 4.12).

the values of .Ð were more dra.stic (see Figure 4.8(b)), where we observed the least accurate

estimates during the 1986-i988 period.

Spatial estimates for Temp^o, registered extremely high E values, with .Ð reg-

istering around the interval [0.990'C,0.995"C] (see Figure a.S(c)). The lowest value was

observed during the late 1970s, which then increased over the next few years. The Pear-

son correlation coefficient R2 has a slightly lower value but followed the trend of .Ð. The

-B values f.or Temp,n;", (see Figure 4.8(d)) displayed greater heterogeneit¡ with downward

spikes occurring during the i986-1988 period, similar to what we observed for the temporal

estimates. Despite this, the spatial estimates still performed extremely well, registering

values in the range [0.97'C,0.99'C].
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4.5 Summary

The results of random seeding experiments show that our QC tool is able to flag

erroneous data accurately. The high F-measure values empirically confirmed the tool's

effectiveness in flagging erroneous observations.

Our evaluation of the accuracy of estimates gave very good results. The exper-

iments show that our QC tool is able to calculate estimates as near as 2"C of the actual

values 80% of the time. Our tests also showed that between spati,al and temporal estimation

methods, the spati,al method calculated estimates that, in majority of cases, deviate less

from the observed values than those using the temporal method.

Tests on .B and ,Q2 values reveal a strong measure of "goodness-of-flt" between

our estimates and the actual observed values. As with the previous test, we noticed that

the spatial estimation method performed better than the temporal estimation method.

However, this result does not imply that the estimates from the temporal method are

inaccurate and entirely useless. As indicated by the values of the efficiency coefficient -Ð,

our temporal method still obtained a high value.

Since the spatial method returned better MAE, RMSE, -8, and ,R2 values in all

evaluation cases) we select lhe spati.al est'irnat'ion method as our first choice as an estimator.

Despite the fact that the spati,al method gave more accurate cstimatcs than thc tcmporal

method, there are cases where a spatial estimate is just difficult or impossible to obtain.

These cases usually occur in isolated weather stations with no immediate neighbours (e.g.,

stations in Thompson and Churchill in northern Manitoba), and thus insufficient qualified

stations would be available to compute a spatial estimate. In situations such as these, we

may have historical data available for the station, and therefore, temporal estimates can be

calculated and would still be useful. Hence, we have ternporal est'imates as an alternative if

a spatial estimate is unavailable or difficult to calculate.



Chapter 5

Challenges k Solutions in

Designing and Developing the

Multi-Layer QC Tool

So far, we have described our multi-layer tool for detecting abnormal weather ob-

servations. We discussed each implementation layer and how the quality control algorithms

in each layer works. We have also discussed the procedures taken by our tool in calculating

an estimate to flll-in flagged or missing data. Finally, in Chapter 4, we assessed our tool's

capability in flagging erroneous observations and calculating accurate estimates.

In this chapter, we focus on the implementation details and discuss the challenges

'we encountered in developing our multi-layer quality control tool. We also present the

accompanying solutions that we applied to each problem.
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5.1 Manitoba Agriculture and Its Operational Environment

In the history of agriculture, weather has proved to be the most important factor

affecting crop production. Agricultural yields and production are highly correlated to the

prevailing weather conditions in a specific area. Management decisions in farming, such as

(i) when to best administer pesticides and fungicides, (ii) which particular crop variety to

cultivate, and (iii) how to plan for irrigation during the growing season, are all influenced by

the weather. As such, it is crucial for farmers to be guided accordingly on their management

decisions for a favourable yield on their crops to make the most out of the growing season.

Rather than entirely relying on personal insights and past farming experiences,

both crop scientists and agro-meteorologists have developed agricultural models that assist

farmers in making management decisions regarding their crops. Two such decision support

models are the potato Disease Severity Vaìue (DSV) model [Wal62] and the corn Crop Heat

(CH) model [GR58]. The first model, the potato DSV, helps farmers determine when is the

best time to administer fungicides to prevent the potato late blight disease, a serious yield-

debilitating fungal disease of potatoes that has, in the past, caused widespread famines

in Europe. Similarly, the corn CH model guides farmers on the best corn variety to be

cultivated during the growing season in their area. Both these models are dependent on

weather data such as temperature, precipitation and relative humidity for their calculation.

Being a traditionally agricultural province, Manitoba Agriculture, Food and Rural

Initiatives (MAFRI) operates a real-time network of stations which gathers weather data

throughout the province of Manitoba. Flom the data gathered from its weather network,

MAFRI operates both the potato DSV model and the corn CH model, and provides general

monitoring information and decision support models to agricultural producers in Manitoba.

This network is Internet-based and phone-based, which facilitates the dissemination of site-
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Figure 5.1: Architecture of our QC tool with the data intermediary module and its relation
to the diversified, inter-format data sources shown.

specific weather-based recommendations, and allows it to maximize its reach even in the

far-flung regions of Manitoba. This is specifically valuable in the case of Manitoba, with its

large geographic expanse resulting in remote agricultural regions. Since farmers base their

expensive management decisions on the results from these models, it is crucial for MAFRI

to provide reliable and accurate model forecasts and guidance to the farmers-their effective

stakeholders. A key requirement to have an accurate model is to have reliable and error-free

data. Uncertainty in the data brings about doubts on the derived outputs of the model and

thus may compromise the decisions made by farmers. In such scenarios, quality control is

necessary to scrutinize the input data and eventually ensure the accuracy of the derived

advice given to farmers from these decision support models.
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5.2 Implementation Challenge: Data Format Incompatibil-

itv

As with any project, we encountered various challenges during the course of imple-

menting our quality control tool. One of the most important difficulties that we encountered

was related to data integration and data compatibility issues. Recall that different stages of

our impìementation layers, most particularly lhe temporal layer, require a complete archive

of data spanning the past several decades to perform temporal data QC. Since the Man-

itoba Ag-Weather Program was relatively recently established, MAFRI's current weather

database did not contain all the needed datasets. For instance, it did not provide historical

weather data for 30 years or longer, which are needed in temporal QC. Moreover, it did not

provide enough data for ample geographical coverage to obtain an accurate spatial estimate

for doing spatial QC. In short, the MAFRI weather dataset was not sufficient alone for

our QC requirements. Hence, we needed to search for alternative data sources, such as

Environment Canada (EC). Unfortunately, as most weather data gathering organizations

are autonomous, there is very little collaboration seen between different organizations and

little consistency between their data sources. Using EC data was technically difficult due

to format incompatibility. Environment Canada's Canadian National Climate Data and

Information Archive, which contains Canadian weather observations running from the late

1800s, can be used to fill in the required historical data. However, such an archive was im-

plemented using a legacy flat file format (see Figure 5.2 for a snapshot from such an archive).

Older databases pre-dating the RDBMS era were implemented using special purpose flat

file formats. These older data storage systems were implemented when inter-platform data

exchanges were not common, and thus collaborative data use between two or more diffe¡ent

data sources was not considered in the data system design.
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As a solution to this problem, we implemented an intermediary tool such as that

described by Laurenson et al. [LKN02]. This intermediary tool allowed us to retrieve and

use data from various sources by presenting a standardized view of the data from both

the present-day RDBMS and the legacy flat file system. During data retrieval, our inter-

mediary creates a standardized view, where individual data representation is hidden from

the requesting application. For each data retrieval operation, the intermediary tool decides

where to pass the query to (from among the different data sources), and converts it to

native queries so that it can be executed by the receiving database. The results are then

formatted and passed to the requesting application, which can read the requested data in

a format that is familiar and intelligible.
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5.3 Implementation Challenge:

Differences

National Units Standards

Another challenge encountered is the unavoidable differences in national standards

brought about by the diversity in time period and geographical provenance of our archival

datasets. Recall that, in the spati,al layer, we need to have observations from surrounding

stations to calcuìate a confidence interval in which a weighted estimate is obtained (Sec-

tion 3.4). Some stations in Manitoba are almost at the US border, which necessitated the

use of North Dakotan data. This creates a unit standard conflict because North Dakotan

stations still record observations in Imperial units (e.g., Fahrenheit for temperature, inches

for precipitation) while Manitoban stations record in metric even if the stations are just

a few kilometres apart across the border. Analogously, Canada was under the Imperial

standard before the 1970s, and raw data from these periods cannot just be combined and

used with the present data without the appropriate pre-processing and conversion. At first

consideration, this problem might seem to be trivial with a straightforward solution (i.e.,

unit conversion), but with the large amount of data that we are working with, a simple mix-

up with different units will surely create problems which in the end will affect the integrity

of the results!

As a solution, we implemented a module that automatically determines whether

a standard or unit conflict occurs between datasets. A unit conversion is performed us-

ing knowledge of the time period when the data were recorded and the existing national

measurement standard in effect for the station.
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5.4 Summary

In this chapter, we described the implementation challenges we encountered in im-

plementing our QC tool. For each challenge, we proposed and implemented accompanying

solutions to solve them. We built a QC tool specifically for Manitoba Agriculture in its mis-

sion to improve the yield of Manitoba farmers by providing guidance on their management

practice decisions.

Since we are using data from various sources and time eras, we encountered two

major problems pertaining to (a) data format incompatibility and (b) national standards

differences. We solved Problem (u) bV implementing an intermediary that converts foreign

data formats into an intelligible format that is compatible with our QC tool. We solved

Problem (b) bV implementing a module that automatically determines whether a standard

or a unit conflict occurs between datasets and does the necessary standards conversion.
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Chapter 6

Generalizing Our Multi-Layer Tool

to Other Applications

In Chapter 3, we learned how our multi-layer QC tool can be applied for the

quality assurance of weather data. A common theme throughout Chapter 3 was on how

various logical, statistical tests and data mining techniques can be integrated and applied

together for the quality control of weather data. In this chapter, we extend the purpose of

our quality tool further, showing that is it not only applicable for weather but also in other

diversified fields besides agro-meteorology.

In this chapter, we direct our attention to case studies on other applications where

our tool could be applied. We show that the tool is generalizable to use in other application

domains. We discuss other possible applications from four different frelds namely, uti.li.ty

consumpt'i,on mon'itoring, ci,ty pest control, trffic engineering, and e-health.
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6.1 Utility Consumption Monitoring

First, our model can be applied to the monitoring of utilities consumption such as

electric power, natural gas, water supply, and telecommunication services. In today's era of

modern technology and service delivery, utilities form a significant part of daily consumer

consumption. Utilities are considered to be universally needed services that are provided

to homes and businesses. In some parts of the world, people rely on the reliability of

their utility services for daily survival. This is especially true for Canada where, during

the winter months, Canadians rely on the reliability of hydro power and/or natural gas

services to provide heating and keep them warm despite the intense suþzero temperatures.

With this large reliance upon energy sources, it is important that only a suitable amount

of energy is consumed so as to prevent wastage and to ensure efficient use. To this end,

we can apply the'internal layer of our proposed model to ensure that readings from power,

gas, or water meters are valid and fall within reasonable ranges. We can apply the temporal

layer to check the consistency of utility consumption of each household. In utilities, it is

expected that consumption patterns will follow a yearly cycle. For example, we expect

higher natural gas consumption during winter for heating. Moreover, we can also apply

the spati,al layer to check the consistency of utility consumption (e.g., applying the spatial

regression test to monitor readings on consumer consumption of electricity or natural gas)

of households in certain "groups". Consumers in a certain locality could be "grouped"

together based on their past consumption and compared with each other. This grouping

prevents unfair comparison (e.g., business consumers with residential ones, or consumers

occupying large houses with ones owning a starter home). If there is an increase in utility

consumption by one consumer, consumption by other consumers in the same "group" will

be increased as well (e.g., an increase in natural gas consumption for heating due to record-

ot
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breaking low temperatures in an area). Any abnormal or outlying data can be detected by

the spatial layer of our model. These data could be indications of a malfunction on the

meter reading devices or a true heightened utility consumption by the consumer. For the

former, the utility company could take appropriate actions such as inspecting the meter of

the consumer. For the latter, the utility company couìd provide the consumer with energy

saving tips and recommend house inspection for appropriate preventative actions such as

repairs or insulation.

6.2 City-wide Mosquito Control in 'Winnipeg

The city of Winnipeg experiences an excessive growth of mosquito population

during the spring and summer months. As a response to past human cases involving West

Nile virus, Winnipeg city authorities have set-up comprehensive mosquito trap counters

around the city to aid in decision-making on when it is necessary to administer chemical-

based pesticide fogging. Various non-pesticide control tools are in place while mosquito

levels are deemed to be in a controllable level; however to ensure public health safety, the

city sometimes resorts to malathion pesticide fogging which is a constant source of friction

and controversy to its residents due to malathion's potential long-term health effects.

The spatial regression test can be used in a city's mosquito surveillance and con-

trol measures for public health purposes. Spatial regression checks can be used by city

administrators to formulate an integrated pest management strategy to suppress mosquito

population overgrowth in areas where this is required and to ultimately reduce public health

risks brought about by these disease-carrying insects.

Modelling in this application might be done as follows: mosquito traps are scat-

tered throughout the city to monitor adult mosquito counts in a certain locality of the
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Figure 6.1: City of 
'Winnipeg 

mosquito trap locations (Source: The City of Wi.nni,peg web-

sif e, http : //wwr,¡. winnipeg . ca).

city. Under normal conditions, the mosquito count of a mosquito trap should not be very

dramatically different from the count of its neighbouring traps. A statistically significant

difference on counts between a specific locality and its surrounding locality sets an alarm

for the city's Insect Control Branch to investigate the flagged locality for possible pesticide

application or fogging.

For city authorities, knowing which district of the city is at risk for high pest count

also allows efficient resource allocation considering Winnipeg's vast geographic expanse.

Information on which locaÌity has the highest risk for high trap counts will help the city in

targeting high risk areas to plan public awareness campaigns and West Nile virus prevention

programs.
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6.3 Highway Tbaffic Monitoring and Law Enforcement

To ensure public road safet¡ various traffic law enforcement agencies have decided

to install cameras for identifying vehicÌes violating traffic regulations, usually speed limit

restrictions. For this, cameras are usually installed in various highway sections to monitor

traffic density and speed limit violations.

Spatial regression testing can be applied in two instances for highway traffic mon-

itoring. The first involves detecting highway sections where high rates of vehicle speeding

occurs. We can compare camera stations on highway sections that have the same speed limit

and vehicular density as one another in terms of the number of speeding vehicles caught.

Once we identify these similar stations, we can apply spatial regression testing

to determine if a particular station differs signifrcantly in the number of speeding vehicles

caught with respect to other traffic cameras. Two scenarios exist on this finding, either we

have malfunctioning equipment or there has been a genuine increase in violators in that

particular section of the highway. We can then apply follow-up procedures-fi.rst, we can

have a look into the machine, and secondly we can station more traffic enforcers in the area

for greater police visibility to ensure greater public road safety.

The second application lies in detecting outliers based on traffic density. Most of

the time, we experience bottlenecks in highway interchanges because of congestion during

rush hours. For this case, we can install density detectors for each of these interchanges to

have 24hour monitoring on vehicle density. We can then compare various station readings

and stations having statistically different readings can be pinpointed. In return, traffic

enforcers can use this finding to make adjustments on speed limits, re-route traffic, or to

deploy personnel to de-congest traffic in an area and ensure smoother flow.
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6.4 Elderly Behaviour Monitoring

In today's society, innovations in health care and changing demographic trends

have shifted most industrialized countries population towards an older trend. Advances

in medical science provide longer life expectancy and cultural and lifestyle changes have

brought about lower birth rates among fertile age groups, resulting in an increased percent-

age of seniors in the population.

One of the fastest aging societies in the world, Japan in the 1950s had 9.3 persons

of age 20-64 for every person over 65. By 2020, this ratio is forecast to be at 0.59 people

under 20 for every person over 65 [Uni06]. This problem is not only confined to Japan but

is also occurring in European countries as well. Spain, for example, has had elementary

schools closing in rural areas due to ìack of enrolment. In ltaly, the high percentage of

seniors serves as a challenge for social security planners and has put serious strains in the

country's pension schemes.

With this demographic trend comes an increasing demand for elderly caregiver and

monitoring services. However, certain elderly persons are not receptive to being dependant

on caregivers and would prefer to live independently. Unfortunately, this may leave them

vulnerable to accidents and eventual neglect. The procedures in our QC tool can also be

used for automated elderly monitoring, allowing independent living while ensuring continued

monitoring fo¡ the elderly subjects.

Temporal outlier checks can be used to develop a system to monitor the health-

related behaviour of elderly people living alone. Time series data on in-house movements of

subjects can be collected on a specific interval basis. Through other data mining techniques,

patterns of movements can be discovered. An elderly individual's health condition can be

estimated by comparing data on the duration of stays in specific rooms such as the lava-

7I
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tory and daily behavioural patterns such as getting water from a thermos with previously

recorded data. If an anomalous pattern or observation is detected, family members could

be informed automatically via text or telephone who can then make the necessary decision

to seek the appropriate help or medical assistance.

6.5 Summary

After assessing the capabilities of our QC tool on weather data in the previous

chapter, we discussed the applicability of our tool to other daily applications in this chapter.

We considered four different application domains: utility consumption monitoring, city pest

control, traffic engineering and e-health.

In utility consumption monitoring, the 'internal layer can ensure that readings

from utility meters are within their valid ranges. With the internal layer, we can detect

malfunctioning meters or abnormal consumption patterns for a specific customer. In a

city's pest control program) the spati,al layer can be used to check which area of the city has

abnormally high mosquito counts and can be used to alert authorities so that appropriate

insect control measures can be undertaken. We can also apply the ternporallayer in traffic

engineering to monitor cyclical patterns on the daily vehicle use of highway sections and

use the patterns discovered to identify times where traffic bottlenecks are likely to occur.

In the sâme mânner, \Me can also use the ternporal layer to observe behavioural changes of

elderly people living alone via the detection of subject movements through sensors. As their

behaviour usually follows a cycle, any significant change in this behaviour might indicate an

emergency situation (i.e., elderly non-mobility) so that we can take appropriate emergency

action.

In closing, we note that the variety of applications domains possible for our tool
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effectively indicates its flexibility and successful generalizability not only to weather data

but also in other applications as well.



Chapter 7

Conclusions and F\rture \Mork

7.L Conclusions

Weather plays an important role in agriculture. To aid farmers, crop scientists

and agro-meteorologists have devised many agricultural decision support tools to improve

farm management decision practices. However, these agricultural decision support tools are

weather-driven and the accuracy of these models and the success of the decisions made from

them depends heavily on the quality of their input data. Thus, a clean and complete set

of data is essential for their successful operation and subsequent data mining operations.

Otherwise, the results may be misleading or worse, entirely useless.

Outlier detection, a data mining technique that identifies observations that are

different from most other observations, is a technique that can be used for scrutinizing

the quality of our weather data. While the scientific literature contains abundant outlier

detection techniques for general data, the avaiÌability of work concerning the application of

these techniques to the quality control of weather data remains scarce. FYom these issues,

we identified the following research questions which we addressed in this thesis. These

questions (with their respective answers) are as follows:
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(a) How can we deuelop an automated system for detecti,ng abnormal weather obset-uat'ions

us'ing outlier detection rnethods to control the quality of MAFRI's weather data and

enhance i,ts agri,cultural decision support models?

In this thesis, we developed a multi-layer quality control (QC) tool that integrates

single-station and multistation techniques to detect and remove abnormal observa-

tions from weather data (Chapter 3). Our QC tool enhances MAFRI's weather-driven

agricultural decision support models by ensuring that each datum is accurate, timely,

and consistent for the agricultural models to use. Ensuring the quality of the input

data equally ensures us of an accurate final output for our intended applications, and

that is our agricultural decision models.

(b) How can ue 'irnproue eri,sting data quali,ty control methods to enhance weather-driaen

decisi,on support rnodels ?

Our QC tool uses quality control techniques that use multiple stations in calculating

an evaluation parameter (Section 3.4). In the multi-station techniques, we used a

combination of statistical and data mining outlier detection techniques. Our tool uses

a statistical approach based on correlation in selecting which surrounding stations to

include as neighbours. Unlike past techniques, our tool does not assume that the

best station to compare against is the closest station, but instead, it looks into the

behavioural similarities (when it comes to measurements) among stations as a deter-

minant in choosing which station to include in calculating the evaluation parameter.

This allows our technique to perform better on the quality control of stations that

are close to one another than those located in two different climatic regions due to

topographical features.
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(c) How can we apply outli.er detecti.on techniques on the quali,ty control of weather data

and fi,ll-i,n di,scarded and miss'ing obseruat'ions to ma'inta'in a cornplete set of data?

Besides ensuring the quality of weather data, we provided a mechanism to replace

flagged erroneous dataset (Section 3.5). With this data fllling mechanism, we are able

to maintain a complete time series dataset that is essential for the seamless operation

of weather-driven agricultural decision support models. In calculating estimates, our

tool uses two estimation methods namely temporal and spati.aL Calculated parameters

from the spati.al and temporal layers, which are used to decide whether to flag a datum,

act as a good estimate when used as a stand-alone parameter. Moreover, it can also

be used to fill in flagged or missing data.

(d) How can we 'integrate zncompati,ble weather data formats i,nto cornpatible ones for

collaboro,ti,ue use?

In our discussions, we documented the problems that we encountered in implementing

our QC tool (Chapter 5). As we used data from diversified geographic provenance,

we had data that were encoded in various formats and used different national stan-

dards which made them incompatible with one another. As a solution, we devised a

data intermediary that allows data from various sources and using different national

standards to be retrieved and used.

(e) How can ue test the effecti.ueness of our proposed rnethods?

Our experiments showed that our quality control tool is able to flag erroneous data

accurately and is able to calculate accurate estimates to fill in flagged and missing

data (Chapter 4). In all the stations tested in our experiments, our tool registered

a 70-80% range of successfully flagging seeded errors. Results from the accuracy of

estimates test show that our QC tool calculates very accurate estimates with the
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ability to predict as near as 2oC of the actual values 75-80% of the time. While

it can be said from our results that the spati.al estimation method outperformed the

ternporal estimates, it does not mean that the ternporal method is unsuccessful. As the

spati,al method calculates more accurate estimates, we designate this method as our

first choice and have the temporal method as an alternative when a spati,al estimate

is difficult or impossible to obtain.

$) How can we ertend our tool from ueather data to general'ize i.ts appli,cabi,titg to other

di,uersi,fied, appli.cati.on domai,ns ?

Finally, we presented a number of real-life applications in which our tool can be

generalized and applied. We discussed how our tool can be generalized to applications

such as utility consumption monitoring, city pest control program, traffic engineering,

and telemedicine. Each layer in our QC tool can be extended for successful use in each

of the mentioned application domains. The myriad of possible application domains

for our tool effectively indicates its flexibility and successful generalizability not only

to weather data but also to other applications as well.

To summarize, our key contributions in this thesis are:

We developed a multi-layer quality control tool that enhances weather-driven agri

cultural decision support models. We used both spati,al and tempor¿l checks in the

quality control algorithms that compares a station's measurement with multiple sur-

rounding stations and compares a station's present measurement with its previous

archival measurement, respectively.

We developed techniques to maintain a complete time series weather dataset through

the calculation of estimates to fill in flagged or missing data. This is specificallv helpful
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for agro-meteoroìogical decision models that can only work when there is a complete

time series dataset input.

3. We assessed the techniques used in our tool to show that the tool is not only applicable

for weather data but in other diversifled applications as well.

7.2 Future Work

For future work, we plan to investigate on the following: (i) data compatibility

and integration issues brought about by new generation extensible mark-up language (XML)

weather datasets and (ii) the empirical evaluation of the effect of our QC tool on agricultural

decision models.

First, we plan to investigate the problems associated with the eventual move of

weather data to XML. XML in recent years has gained popularity as a method for repre-

senting data. Because of its popularity and the perceived advantages it brings, national

weather bureaux such as the US National Weather Service (NWS) have started provid-

ing weather data in an open-access XML format known as the National Digital Forecast

Database (NDFD). A variety of weather parameters are contained in the NDFD XML

weather database such as maximum, minimum, hourly and dew point temperatures, pre-

cipitation amount, wind direction and speed. With this structure, anyone with access to

the NWS can retrieve weather information in XML format. NWS currently has its own

XML language known as the Digital Weather Mark-up Language (DWML) and issues its

own schema.

XML is an Internet technology created to facilitate data exchange and storage. It

is a general purpose mark-up language which supports the sharing of structured data in

various mediums specifically the Internet. The standard is an open one and is recommended
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by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C). For data retrieval, querying and processing,

it is supported by a suite of technologies such as XSLT, XPath and XQL.

There are various benefits in having weather databases represented in XML. First,

representing weather data in XML makes the data available not only in machine-readable

but also in a human readable self-describing form. Unlike existing databases, this makes the

data representation independent of any computing platform and database vendor. More-

over, XML has existing technologies that accompany it which makes integration of the data

in HTML and web applications easier. This is important for weather databases, where the

majority of the dissemination and distribution to the public is done via the Internet. Hav-

ing XML will open instant weather data access to portable electronics equipment such as

mobile phones which is of special interest to farmers working in the field. Together with the

advancing capabilities of mobile devices, it opens the way to have important agricultural

management decision models readily accessible on the spot by the farmers while working in

the field.

As weather databases gear toward XML as the standard, another set of compati-

bility issues will arise with present and past data representations during collaborative data

exchange and usage. However, we think that unlike the case of legacy flat file databases,

portability issues will be kept to a minimum as conversion tools are readily available.

Finally, in this thesis, we determined through our experiments. that our tool is

capable of successfully identifying erroneous observations. As future work, we plan to

extend this evaluation from our QC tool to the agricultural decision models themselves, as

they are the main "consumers" of the quality controlled data. As an evaluation, we can

compare the quality of the outputs of the agricultural decision models when using quality

cont¡olled data versus non-quality controlled data. To see the concrete benefits of using

our QC tool to farmers, u¡e can evaluate the effects of using the decisions based on the
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agricultural models to farmers's yield. We can set up an experimentaì farm that bases

its management decisions on agricultural models using non-quality controlled data as a

"control" and a farm that bases its management decisions from quality controlled data as

the "treatment" and compare the crops' general yield and health in each farm to determine

if there is a significant change between the two.
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